Analysis of high dimensional noisy data is of essence across a variety of research fields. Feature selection techniques are designed to find the relevant feature subset that can facilitate classification or pattern detection. Traditional (supervised) feature selection methods utilize label information to guide the identification of relevant feature subsets. In this paper, however, we consider the unsupervised feature selection problem. Without the label information, it is particularly difficult to identify a small set of relevant features due to the noisy nature of real-world data which corrupts the intrinsic structure of the data. Our Gradient-based Laplacian Feature Selection (GLFS) selects important features by minimizing the variance of the Laplacian regularized least squares regression model. With ℓ 1 relaxation, GLFS can find a sparse subset of features that is relevant to the Laplacian manifolds. Extensive experiments on simulated, three real-world object recognition and two computational biology datasets, have illustrated the power and superior performance of our approach over multiple state-of-the-art unsupervised feature selection methods. Additionally, we show that GLFS selects a sparser set of more relevant features in a supervised setting outperforming the popular elastic net methodology.
Introduction
In many domains including computer vision (Yang et al., 2007) , pattern recognition (Duda et al., 2001 ) and more recently in computational biology (Fan & Li, 2006) , one is faced with analysis of very high dimensional noisy data. The goal of feature selection is to remove the signal-drowning noise and to reduce the dimensionality to make the problem more tractable (Teodoro et al., 2003) . In computational biology, feature selection is of particular importance as the signal-to-noise ratio is very small and collecting the data is often very expensive, resulting in a small sample size. New strategies for selecting relevant features are required to cope with these constraints.
Feature selection approaches can be classified into supervised and unsupervised. Supervised methods have been successfully applied in many domains (Guyon et al., 2002; Robnik-Šikonja & Kononenko, 2003) often incorporating feature selection into classification models where labeled data is used to identify the subset of features that are most predictive of the outcome. A sparse generalized linear model with a penalty function is one of the most popular choices to date (Tibshirani, 1994; Zou & Hastie, 2005) . In many situations, however, the labels may not be available. For example, in trying to identify biological underpinnings of a disease (a gene-centric signature), it is very important to take into account the disease's heterogeneity, i.e. disease subtypes that may not have been identified yet. Thus, unsupervised methods are needed to enable new discoveries and a deeper understanding of the data.
Unsupervised feature selection methods are usually guided by the structure in the data, e.g. searching for features explaining data partitioning to improve clustering performance (Constantinopoulos et al., 2006; Dy & Brodley, 2004) .
Most of these methods are computationally expensive and do not scale well (Cai et al., 2010) . Many selection criteria are reviewed in (Liu & Yu, 2005) . Popular criteria include Laplacian Score (He et al., 2005) , designed to evaluate the importance of each feature to the manifold structure of the data and optimizing cluster coherence by spectral gap of the corresponding affinity matrix (Wolf & Shahua, 2003) . Sparse PCA (SPCA) is another popular method that attempts to identify a sparse set of features that can capture most of the variance in the data (Zou et al., 2004) . More recently, a variance minimization criterion based on LaplacianRegularized Least Squares regression (LapRLS) was proposed (He et al., 2011) . Though based on regression, the parameter covariance matrix does not depend on the label, thus while still unsupervised, this objective function has advantages over previously proposed methods in that it optimizes both discriminative and geometrical properties of the data. However, the method as proposed has several disadvantages. First, the authors used an approximation to the full covariance matrix. Second, since ℓ 0 optimization is an NPhard problem, they employed a greedy optimization procedure to approximate the optimal solution. Last but not least, they need to specify the number of desired features k which in most problems is not known a priori. Thus, while we believe that (He et al., 2011) was on the right track, it stopped short of delivering a scalable method suitable for a wide use in practice.
In this paper we propose an unsupervised feature selection method called Gradient-based Laplacianregularized Feature Selection (GLFS) by defining a variance minimizing objective function and an optimization strategy to solve it. Similarly to (He et al., 2011) , GLFS is based on LapRLS (Belkin et al., 2006) , however GLFS has several significant advantages over (He et al., 2011) : 1) we use exact expression of the full covariance matrix which properly exploits the inner manifold structure of the data; 2) instead of greedily solving the ℓ 0 norm problem, we propose a relaxation to ℓ 1 which offers a desirably sparse solution and greatly improves computational power; 3) we provide a closed-form first-order Jacobian matrix to make the ℓ 1 optimization amenable to most Newton-type sparse solvers; 4) a line search technique is proposed to fit the penalty parameter automatically.
We perform extensive experiments comparing GLFS to (He et al., 2011) , Laplacian Score (He et al., 2005) , the method of (Wolf & Shahua, 2003) and SPCA (Zou et al., 2004) on the simulated data with very few informative and thousands of irrelevant features. We further show that our performance is superior on MNIST,COIL20 and AT&T object recognition datasets. We show a significant increase in unsupervised subtype detection in glioblastoma (GBM) from the expression data obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Finally, we show that even in the supervised setting extended GLFS outperforms some of the most commonly used classifiers with feature selection (such as Elastic net (Zou & Hastie, 2005) ) on the Leukaemia microarray dataset. Our results show that by using the exact formulation of the variance in LapRLS regression setting and the ℓ 1 relaxation of the constraint we are able to provide a much more robust and scalable unsupervised feature selection method than those are currently available in the literature.
Method

Problem Setting
Let X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a d × n input data matrix, where d is the number of features and n is the number of data samples. The i-th row of X is denoted as f T i ∈ R n , each corresponding to a feature. The goal of feature selection is to choose the most informative feature subset G = {f i1 , f i2 , . . . , f i k }. Let X G be a new data matrix containing only features in G and y i be a label of the data point i (the labels are not really given but we treat them as such for the ease of derivation). We consider a linear regression model in the space of selected features G:
where ǫ is a random noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 and y is the target. By incorporating the Laplacian regularizer into the sum squared error, the objective function becomes:
, where S is the similarity matrix whose entry S ij represents the similarity/affinity between x i and x j . The Laplacian regularized regression model effectively takes the data manifold into consideration and avoids overfitting (Belkin et al., 2006) .
If we define the Laplacian matrix as
there is a closed-form solution of Eq 2 as is indicated in (Belkin et al., 2006) :
where I is an identity matrix. If we define
Since Cov(y) = σ 2 I and Z is symmetric, the covariance matrix of w is
Feature Selection via Variance Minimization
Let's introduce d indicator variables β i to be 1 if the ith feature f i ∈ G, 0 otherwise. Let β T = (β 1 , . . . , β n ).
Then we have β 0 = |G| and
Our feature selection criterion selects significant features that minimize the covariance of w. The motivation behind this criteria is two-fold: 1) the covariance of w measures the robustness of the regression model, minimizing the covariance then facilitates the selection of features that contribute most to the manifolds of the whole data; 2) the covariance of w reflects the fitness of the regression model on the task of classification. This property in turn means our objective of minimizing the covariance can choose those features that are signatures of clusters in the data with potential to benefit the further classification task.
If a desired number of selected features is k, then our objective function formulation would be
Note that, by minimizing the covariance of w, we do not use any information of the label y, which is only a hypothetical label and plays no role in the feature selection criterion. Therefore, even though we began with a supervised method -regression, our feature selection method is completely unsupervised.
The matrix Z can be rewritten as follows by using the Woodbury formula:
Hence the objective function in (5) becomes:
where
Note that here we repeatedly use the fact that both Z and Z −1 are symmetric, and some trace properties: T r(AB) = T r(BA) and T r(ABC) = T r(ACB) if A,B and C are symmetric. Hence, the optimization problem in eqn(5) can be reformulated as
Note that we are using an exact formulation of the covariance while (He et al., 2011) approximates the term (5) with Z −1 . This approximation disregards an important contribution of the variance in the data with respect to the sparse set of informative features leading to inferior performance as is illustrated in our Experiments section.
Optimization
Since it is NP-hard to solve the ℓ 0 constrained problem directly in addition to not knowing the value of k in advance, we propose to use a sparse ℓ 1 constraint transforming the problem in (7) into
where λ is a regularization parameter that can be determined either from prior information or validation data. This is a typical ℓ 1 non-convex optimization problem. Note that we relaxed the constraint that β must be either 0 or 1. This allows us to interpret β as a feature weight vector to prioritize features and also facilitates the optimization solving. The idea behind this relaxation is due to two reasons: 1) ℓ 1 relaxation provides a sparse solution and removes the necessity to either manually or a priori set the number of desired features k which is usually unknown; 2) compared with some greedy algorithms for this optimization (He et al., 2011) to solve the ℓ 0 constraint problem directly, our ℓ 1 relaxation is more efficient and faster to solve (see Complexity Analysis section).
First-Order Jacobian
The first-order deriva-tive ∂Q ∂βi is then given by:
In the derivation, we repeatedly use the symmetric and positive semi-definite properties of M and A. Also, (Dattorro, 2011) ).
The calculation of the first-order Jacobian allows the use of many Newton-type optimization solvers for ℓ 1 sparse system. We use the Orthant-Wise descent (Andrew & Gao, 2007) which is a recently proposed sparse solver that consists of iterations taking the form
The two projection operators P S and P O are the key advantages of the Orthant-Wise descent. The operator P S sets elements of the vector H −1 ∇ β Q to zero if they do not have the same sign as the corresponding element of ∇ β Q. By that, it guarantees the Netwonlike direction to be a descent direction. Similarly to the active set method, this is equivalent to setting the working set to those variables whose sign does not change after applying the inverse-Hessian scaling. The other operator, P O , sparsifies the current solution by projecting the step onto the orthant containing β. These properties are helpful in our framework because the Orthant-Wise descent can make a large number of changes to those non-zero variables and these projectors can help distinguish the key features that have large effect on the variance matrix defined in Eqn 8.
Parameter Search
We note that while our relaxation leads to a vector of zeros be the optimal solution of Eqn 8, this is a common and successful technique in numerical optimization (Nocedal & Wright, 2000) , where the desirable solution is a 'good' local minimum. This property makes the problem sensitive to the value of λ. If it is too big, the ℓ 1 solver will quickly degenerate to a vector of zeros; while if it is too small, the solution will lead to a dense local optimum. This is a common problem in many applications (e.g., active contour problem (Caselles et al., 1997) ). We thus propose a line search technique to optimize λ. First, we select a small value λ 0 and a large positive constant C. At iteration t, if Q(λ t ) = 0, i.e., β = 0, we update λ t+1 = 1 2 λ t , otherwise λ t+1 = C 2 t λ t . So our maximum iteration number would be t max = ⌊log 2 C⌋. Also, we adopt the strategy of "early stopping" (Erhan et al., 2010) by keeping track of the value Q(λ t ). If we encounter the case Q(λ t−1 ) = Q(λ t+1 ) = 0, we stop and use the value of λ t . Early stopping helps us to reach a sparse local optimum quickly and efficiently.
Complexity Analysis
The proposed method consists of two main steps: calculation of the derivatives and an update of the desired variables. If we assume the iteration number is T , then it is easy to verify that the time needed to obtain a desired value of β is O(T n 2 d), i.e. it is linear in the number of features. The convex optimization in (He et al., 2011) 
is just the worst-case complexity and our real calculation cost is much less. To be specific, if we denote the average number of non-zero values in β as d + , the average time complexity is O(T n 2 d + ).
Experiments
In this section, we test GLFS on a variety of tasks. We compare the proposed method to several existing unsupervised feature selection methods: 1)The LapAOFS algorithm (He et al., 2011) ; 2) The LapDOFS algorithm (He et al., 2011) ; 3) Laplacian Score(LS) (He et al., 2005) ; 4) Q − α algorithm (Wolf & Shahua, 2003) ; 5) Sparse Principle Component Analysis (SPCA) (Zou et al., 2004) . The LapAOFS and LapDOFS aim to find the best k features that minimize approximate variance of the Laplacian regularized regression. The two methods differ in the objective function: LapAOFS tries to minimize the trace of the covariance matrix while LapD-OFS tries to minimize the determinant of the covariance matrix. The Laplacian Score tries to sort all the features by the importance to the Laplacian structure. The Q − α algorithm aims to maximize the cluster coherence. The SPCA searches for a sparse set of features, whose linear combination can explain most of the variation in the data (Zou & Hastie, 2005) . Note that, for LapAOFS and LapDOFS, we use the greedy optimization technique rather than semi-definite convex optimization as is described in the original paper (He et al., 2011) . In respect to the construction of the Laplacian graph L, we use the same method as in (He et al., 2005) .
Simulations
In this section, we test the robustness of GLFS to sample noise and the number of irrelevant features on simulated data. We generate a dataset consisting of 400 samples based on 4 significant features (f i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4). We also add N purely Gaussian noise features with standard deviation σ. We compare the power of the proposed method to competitors based on a simple score which indicates whether the true 4 features were ranked among the first 4:
where I(f i ) is the index of the i-th feature when we sort the weights in the decreasing order. It is easy to verify that when the four significant features(f i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4) have the highest weights, the Score is 1.
First, we fix the number of features (1000 irrelevant features with 4 relevant ones), while varying the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise σ. We plot the score versus a range of σ in Fig.(1)(A) . We can see that GLFS is significantly more robust to noise than other methods, identifying the four true features as the most significant ones with up to σ = 0.415. Second, we fix the scale of noise to σ = 0.2, while changing the number of irrelevant features and calculating the Score (See Fig.(1)(B) ), obtaining 100% accuracy with up to 60,000 irrelevant features (i.e. 4:60,000 signal-to-noise ratio), significantly higher than any other method. The next best method -Laplacian Score -recovers the true set of features in the presence of 30,000 -half of the irrelevant features. Interestingly, while LapAOFS and LapDOFS are more robust than LS, SPCA and Q − α to the levels of Gaussian noise in the data, the Laplacian Score is more robust than than the rest in terms of the presence of irrelevant features. This maybe due to the greedy optimization method used in LapAOFS and LapDOFs, making them sensitive to the noise in the eigen structure of the data.
Object Recognition
We applied GLFS to three object recognition benchmark datasets: 1) MNIST handwritten digit database 1 , which has a training set of 60,000 images and a testing set of 10,000 images. We extracted the first 1,000 images from the training set and the first 1,000 images from the test set. Each image is 3) the AT&T face database 3 has a total of 40 subjects (10 samples per subject) with different variations of facial expressions (e.g. glasses or no glasses). Similarly, the size of each image is 32 × 32.
First, we test the effectiveness of the unsupervised feature selection methods by performing k-means clustering in the selected feature space and comparing the clusters to the known class labels in each dataset. We randomly chose k clusters (as indicated in Table 1) and used the corresponding data sample to select a 100 features with each of the competing methods. k-means was applied with 10 different random starting points. We use Normalized Mutual Information(NMI) (Xu et al., 2003) to measure the performance of the clustering. We ran this experiment 20 times resulting in a total of 200 independent runs. The average performance scores (NMI) are reported in Table 1 , with the statistically significantly better algorithms indicated in bold (statistical significance was established using t-test with α = 0.05).
From Table 1 we can see that variance minimization approaches perform uniformly statistically significantly better than other unsupervised methods tested. SPCA mostly outperforms LS and Q − α but is not on par with GLFS. Furthermore, out of variance minimization methods, GLFS performs as well or in most cases significantly better than LapDOFS and LapAOFS. LapAOFS outperforms LapDOFS on MNIST for k < 9 but performs worse than LapDOFS on AT&T dataset, showing no clear winner between Table 1 . The k-means clustering performance in terms of average (over 200 independent samples) NMI score in the space of 100 best features on three benchmark object recognition datasets. Statistically significantly better result(s) are indicated in bold (according to the t-test α = 0.05).
MNIST database COIL20 database AT&T database To further test the effectiveness of the chosen features, we perform "Leave-One-Out" classification test. To compare to LapAOFS and LapDOFS fairly, we consider the nearest neighbor classifier, the same classification setting used in (He et al., 2011) . The better feature selection method is expected to find features more relevant to classification resulting in higher classification accuracy. For each data point x i , we find its nearest neighbor x′ i . Let c(x i ) be the class label of x i . Then the classification accuracy is defined as
where δ(a, b) = 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise. Similarly, we chose 100 best (or highest weighted) features in each method to test the performance. We compare method performances in Table 2 . On the leave-one-out task for MNIST and COIL datasets Laplacian regularized variance minimization methods again statistically significantly outperform competitors. We do show significant improvement over all alternatives in classification accuracy on the AT&T dataset, where robustness to noise is an important advantage.
One of the important application areas of feature selection, particularly selecting a small relevant feature set out of a large number of noisy and irrelevant features, is computational biology. Here we show two examples of applying GLFS in the field of CompBio. First, a purely unsupervised feature selection for glioblastoma (GBM) mRNA expression data, using the glioblastoma sub-types as true class labels (Verhaak et al., 2010) . We further test GLFS against an extremely popular elastic net (Zou & Hastie, 2005 ) -a supervised feature selection task on the leukaemia dataset (provided in the original elastic net publication).
Glioblastoma Subtypes Identification
We used the glioblastoma data available from the TCGA repository (TCGA, 2008) including expression data for 18,632 genes and 173 patients processed on array HG-U133A contributed by the Broad Institute. We have then downloaded the information about 4 glioblastoma subtypes (Proneural, Neural, Classical, and Mesenchymal) for the same 173 patients from the original glioblastoma sub-type article data repository (Verhaak et al., 2010) . We performed no additional pre-processing on the data.
First, we show the pattern of sparsification of GLFS on Fig.(2)(A) . We can see that, as λ goes up, we obtain fewer features, stabilizing at about λ = 0.5 corresponding to about 7 features -a very sparse but still a not an empty set of features, indicating that our search method converges to a nontrivial solution in practice. We perform spectral clustering (Bach & Jordan, 2004) and calculate the NMI values between the clustering results and the ground truth (subtypes reported in (Verhaak et al., 2010) ). The comparisons are in Fig.(2)(B) . In spectral clustering, we run 10 independent runs and report the average NMI value. features doesn't always improve the clustering results, meaning that the sparse set of fewer than a 100 features captures most of the information relevant to clustering/classification and extra features serve as added noise. Unlike GLFS other methods improve when the number of features increases. Another interesting observation is that, LS, LapAOFS and LapDOFS are very sensitive to the patient similarity graph. Different similarity matrices can lead to very different clustering performance. Here we only report their optimal performances across many trials. Also, not shown, different initializations result in very different performances of Q − α. This unstable behaviour was also noted in (He et al., 2011) . Finally, unlike in the imaging datasets, SPCA on average outperforms many competing algorithms, still falling short of the quality of the GLFS performance. Specifically, a local performance maximum at around 50 features is far below the performance of GLFS at about 25 features, meaning that GLFS captures the essence of the glioblastoma subtypes with fewer features.
Leukaemia Classification and Gene Selection
Since GLFS originates from the Laplacian regularized regression, it provides a natural means to perform classification. From (3), we can obtain the label for a test data x new :
In this section, we test the performance of the classifier based on the chosen set of features for a well-known Leukemia microarray dataset (Golub et al., 1999) . It consists of 72 samples, each with expression profiles for about 7129 genes. The task is to distinguish between the two variants of leukemia: ALL and AML. A typical training/test splitting is used(the first 38 examples as training set and the remaining 34 as the test set). To apply the classifier defined in Eqn 11, we first coded the type of leukaemia as a 0-1 response y. We do not perform any preprocessing (e.g. screening to reduce the number of features as in (Zou & Hastie, 2005) ) and we use ten-fold CV to determine the parameter λ. We give our comparison results in Table 3 . For convenience, we reproduce the results from (Zou & Hastie, 2005) here in addition to our results (Golub -original classification result from (Golub et al., 1999) ,SVMSupport Vector Machines, LR -Logistic Regression, NSC -Nearest Shrunken Centroids). GLFS achieves better training accuracy and the same test accuracy as the Elastic net with fewer genes, again indicating that GLFS is robust to noise in zeroing in on the informative features. 
Conclusion
We have presented GLFS -a novel unsupervised feature selection method for high dimensional noisy data. Similarly to (He et al., 2011 ) based on Laplacian regularization regression model, GLFS aims to find the sparse subset of features that are relevant to the data manifolds. Unlike (He et al., 2011) , GLFS optimizes exact covariance, relaxing the resulting objective function to make the method scale to very large numbers of features. We show that in practice our relaxation to ℓ 1 coupled with early stopping of the numerical optimization significantly outperforms greedily solving ℓ 0 of (He et al., 2011) . In practice GLFS is more accurate, robust and scalable than 5 other popular unsupervised methods. GLFS results in sparser solutions while significantly improving classification and clustering performance on a variety of real world datasets in the areas of object recognition and computational biology, even beating the popular Elastic Net in generalization on a supervised task. Future work includes more extensive theoretical analysis of the proposed method and refining the ℓ 1 relaxation to make it more robust to noise.
